
RG/Eng-29/2015        Date:07.04.2017 

TENDER/AUCTION NOTICE FOR THE DISPOSAL OF WIND FALLEN TREES IN RGNIYD. 

It is proposed to dispose of the wind fallen trees/logs/branches/roots/ through Tender cum 

Auction on 01.05.2017 at 15.00 hrs on “As is where is condition at RGNIYD, Sriperumbudur-602 

105”  

Terms and Condition are available at RGNIYD website www.rgniyd.gov.in. Interested 

Agencies/ persons may inspect the above items at RGNIYD between 10.30 hrs and 16.00 hrs on 

any working day and offer their rates. 

 

Registrar 

Copy for kind information – with a request to arrange to put up on the Notice Board. 

1. District Collector, Kanchipuram. 

2. Tahsildar, Sriperumbudur. 

3. Block Development Officer, Block Development Office, Sriperumbudur. 

4. Notice Board, RGNIYD. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.rgniyd.gov.in/


TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 

1. The disposal of wind fallen trees/logs/branches/roots will be done on as is where is 

condition. 

2. Only the identified lots shall be auctioned for disposal. 

3. The rates/ bids quoted shall be inclusive of all labour, materials, tools, Transportation etc., 

involved in disposal of the tree lots and the bidder has to make their own arrangement for 

cutting the wind fallen trees to required sizes to facilitate payment at site.  

4. RGNIYD has the right to cancel the auction any time without giving any reason/notice. 

5. The sale/disposal of lots shall be on actual weighment basis. 

6. The rate per Metric Ton shall be written in the following format “ 

“My rate for the disposal of wind fallen trees/Branches/logs/roots etc., including 

labour, materials, tools, plant etc., for cutting loading leading transportation weighment 

charges is Rs.                Per Metric Ton”. 

 

Signature of the tenderer. 

7. The successful bidder shall make their own arrangement of weighing machine at site for 

actual weighment. However for big logs/roots which cannot be weighed in the weighing 

machine, RGNIYD may permit on such exceptional case, for digital weighment of the 

empty/loaded trucks in a Weighment center available nearer to Sriperumbudur with proper 

witness by RGNIYD Official. 

8. The successful bidder is the one who offers the highest rate per METRIC TON which shall 

be more than the Reserve Price fixed by RGNIYD.  

9.  PAYMENT TERMS :  

i. All the bidders have to pay a EMD of Rs..5,000/- as DD drawn in favor of Director, 

RGNIYD Sriperumbudur, which shall be handed over to the Officer in charge of 

Auction/RGNIYD the bids (rate per Metric Ton) shall be submitted to RGNIYD in a 

sealed cover. 

ii. The EMD, DD will be returned to the unsuccessful bidders immediately after the 

Auction or Acceptance of the highest bid whichever is later. 

iii. The successful bidder has to pay additional Rs.5,000/- as Security Deposit as DD 

immediately after the acceptance of bid. 

iv. The highest bidder has to weigh and dispose all the identified lots irrespective of the 

shape/size etc.,   

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


